Abstract
Introduction
In a world of rapid change, the ability to generate new ideas for products or services is essential for any organization to maintain its competitive position. Moreover, different strategic goals-such as incremental and platform innovations-require different types of ideas. So-called creativity techniques provide a variety of approaches for supporting a goaloriented ideation process. These techniques can be executed using a Group Support System (GSS), thus allowing the ideation process to be distributed across geographical distances. However, experience is necessary for the selection of an appropriate creativity technique, its implementation with a GSS, and the facilitation during the ideation process itself.
In the field of Collaboration Engineering, the concept of thinkLet has been developed as a reusable activity for creating a known pattern of collaboration. Research has shown that practitioners that use thinkLets can predictably and repeatably engender collaboration activities with a GSS, even without any facilitation expertise. We propose to use thinkLets to improve the GSS-based ideation process. The challenge is to define thinkLets which can enable a reliable and effective goal-oriented ideation process, which is readily teachable and transferable to a GSS.
Until recently, the space of creativity techniques has been unstructured, and no clear guidelines have been available for the selection of an appropriate creativity technique for a given innovation goal. We have used an engineering approach to reduce the large number of published creativity techniques to a small number of fundamental principles. Each principle defines a sequence of formal steps, which stimulates the ideation process by providing a different change of perspective. In this paper we will show how these changes of perspective can be used to inspire new ideas. We will introduce a new approach that implements these changes of perspective with thinkLets and argue how it can be used to improve the applicability of GSS for ideation process.
State of the Art
Over several decades, a variety of approaches to creativity have been developed. These approaches can be discriminated by the perspective they take, which focuses on the creative person (creativity as a property of an individual), the creative product (creativity as a property of a process outcome), the creative press (creativity as a result of the environment and context) or the creative process (creativity as a result of a defined process or technique) [5] . We are interested in the creative process.
The purpose of this paper is to understand how a Group Support System (GSS) can be used to manage and assist a goal-oriented ideation process of a group. As most researchers [5, 12, 14] , we see the creative process as the main factor that can be manipulated when using GSS to support creative tasks. The creative process can be described as the exploration and transformation of conceptual spaces of an individual to generate new ideas. Different stepwise models of creativity [1, 14, 20, 29] exist which assume that various phases occur in this process. Warr and O'Neill [30] combine common creativity models and extract a generic creative process model and divide the process into the three phases of Problem Preparation, Idea Generation and Idea Evaluation. Problem Preparation involves building up knowledge about the problem from information resources. By gathering relevant information about the problem and reviewing it, the individual knows what a potential solution may necessitate. In the Idea Generation phase, the individual produces novel ideas through combination of existing knowledge. Idea Evaluation assesses the novel ideas for their appropriateness as a solution to the given problem.
Creativity researchers aim to enhance the performance of a creative process by formalising protocols [21] called creativity techniques which provide step-by-step sequences of actions or instructions to guide the cognitive process of an individual. More than 100 creativity techniques have been published [15, 27] ; each of them reflects personal experience, popular assumptions or scientific research about the creative process.
In most cases individuals work with others, as part of a formal or informal group to generate ideas. Under these conditions, the creative process of a group is both a cognitive process within individual group members and a social process as group members interact [8] . The resulting social phenomena, like production blocking [10] , evaluation apprehension [11] or intrinsic motivation [1] influence the performance of a creativity technique in a face-to-face workshop.
Research has shown that the creative process of a group can be improved by using GSS [22] . A GSS provides means to influence social phenomena which occur in a face-to-face workshop. For example, during the creative process, a group can generate ideas anonymously, which mitigates evaluation apprehension [19] . Ideas will be generated and stored simultaneously, so there is no production blocking [9] . As a result, the group size for ideation can be increased.
To enhance the cognitive process by GSS, researchers focused on the impact of technological aspects on creativity [23] and the cognitive structure behind the creative process [18, 21] . The purpose of this research was to create cognitive models for explaining the effectiveness of existing creativity techniques, and to represent a basis for new techniques and technologies which enhance the creative process.
Today, several studies exist that characterize and classify the large number of existing creativity techniques [14, 24, 27] . For example, VanGundy [27] subdivided creativity techniques into group and individual techniques and characterize them along several dimensions: whether idea generation is verbal or silent; whether ideas are produced by forced relationships or free association; and whether the technique employs stimuli that are related or unrelated to the problem. However, most of the classified creativity techniques are generic, i.e. they are presented in a general form, and it often remains unclear how they need to be implemented with a GSS. We see this as a gap between research and practice. We propose to analyse a large number of well-known creativity techniques and to use the existing cognitive models in order to gain a theoretical understanding of the fundamental cognitive principles. We think that these principles can be used to define concepts that enhance the selection of an appropriate creativity technique and its implementation with a GSS.
SIAM: A Cognitive Model for Ideation
Until recently, different cognitive models for the cognitive process [6, 18, 21] have been developed. This paper provides a short overview of the model Search for Ideas in Associative Memory (SIAM) [18] , which we will use to describe the cognitive principles of the creative process. Like most cognitive models, SIAM assumes that humans have two memory systems, the long-term memory (LTM) and the working memory (WM). The LTM is assumed to be the storage area, which is essentially permanent and has unlimited capacity for previous acquired knowledge. Knowledge is stored as a richly interconnected network with numerous levels, categories and associations. This network of knowledge is partitioned into images; knowledge structures that group together items of the knowledge according to different principles such as the similarity or typicality of the items. For example, the items class, student, professor, lab and book may be grouped together into the image called university. Figure   1 ). The strength of a link may be due to the frequency of its traversal, or the relatedness among the images that it connects [7] . The WM is assumed to be a temporary storage system which has limited capacity and functions. Humans may use the WM to execute conscious operations, such as rehearsal, recognition and decision making.
The Ideation Process
Nijstad and Stroebe [18] use SIAM to describe the ideation process as a controlled, associative process that proceeds in two stages. In the first stage the individual activates knowledge in the LTM depending on a search cue. The search cue is generated in the WM by external stimuli that are received through the five senses of the individual. The individual can modify a given search cue by adding previously generated ideas or combining different stimuli. Which image in the LTM will be activated depends on the association between the search cue and the items of the image. An activated image will be temporarily stored in the WM, after which the items and associations of the image will be accessible for the individual.
In the second stage, active knowledge is used to generate ideas by forming new associations or by applying knowledge to a new domain [16] . The individual combines the items of the image with one another or with elements of the search cue. Thus, generated ideas will be semantically related to each other. Over a period of time, the individual will generate more ideas which have already been mentioned. Smith [25] explains this effect with the assumption that a generated idea is strongly associated with the problem, the search cue and the active image from which it is generated. This association will increase the chance that a particular idea is generated again. In this case the individual activates new knowledge by creating a new search cue that can incorporate some of the recently generated ideas. The process will be terminated, if the individual gets the impression that only few additional ideas can be generated.
Change of Perspective
The given cognitive model SIAM allows us to answer the question why problem solvers often consider only a small area of the solution space and think primarily within bounded areas of their knowledge networks [13, 16] . SIAM assumes that the individual uses a search cue to activate knowledge in the LTM. Without any external stimuli, the individual will modify the search cue by adding previously generated ideas. Therefore, the active knowledge during the creative process will be semantically related. The likelihood of forming new associations between previously unrelated images decreases. However, creativity research assumes that these unexpected associations between previously unrelated images lead to the formation of creative ideas [16] .
Thus, creativity researchers propose using external stimuli as an intervention to lead the individuals to different areas of their knowledge networks. The resulting new perspectives on a given creative task allow the individual to combine items of semantically unrelated images. Therefore, generated ideas will cover larger areas of the possible solution space. We see this intervention as a basic requirement for a creative process and call the resulting cognitive process a change of perspective (CoP). This change of perspective helps the individual to leave well-trodden thought paths and overcome occupational blindness (see Figure 2 ).
Figure 2. Change of perspective
Most of the common creativity techniques use stimuli as a way to guide the cognitive process. Thus, several approaches exist to generate and use stimuli during the creative process. For example, DirectBrainstorming [21] decomposes the solution space of a given problem and presents a series of stimuli that are derived from the criteria for an effective solution. In contrast, Greeting Cards [26] uses random pictures from magazines as stimuli to generate ideas.
In order to gain a theoretical understanding of the different ways how stimuli enhance the cognitive process, we analysed some well-known creativity techniques. The guiding analytical question was:
Which cognitive process is supported by the technique to promote idea generation?
In the first research phase, we determined the cognitive components of different creativity techniques. Smith [24] has shown that a creativity technique can be regarded as a combination of the three active ingredients Strategy (mental activities of the individual), Tactic (tools that support mental activities) and Enabler (conditions that support the creative process). With regard to the cognitive process, our research only concentrates on the ingredient Strategy. The methodology used in phase one is similar to Smith [24] and focuses on the facilitator instructions and material that excite cognitive activities of the participants. Each of the given facilitator instructions of a creativity technique was analysed with respect to its intended cognitive activity. We focused on the relationship between the creative task, the instruction, the material used as input and the outcome of the intended cognitive activity. For each of the analysed creativity techniques, we formalised abstract cognitive activities and combined them to a sequence of cognitive steps, which we will call a cognitive procedure. These cognitive procedures were subsequently normalised: Recurring cognitive steps were deleted, similar ones were consolidated and new cognitive steps were created. The analysis showed that the resulting cognitive procedures can be clustered into four abstract cognitive principles. On a given creative task, three cognitive principles create a new change of perspective by modifying the task or adding further stimuli. These three changes of perspective are called Analogy, Provocation and Random. In contrast, the fourth cognitive principle Brainstorming represents a cognitive process similar to the creativity technique Brainstorming [20] and uses only the given creative task as a stimulus. These four cognitive principles will be explained in more detail with the help of SIAM in the next section.
In the second research phase, 101 creativity techniques [26] were reviewed to determine the completeness of the defined cognitive principles. The researchers analysed and clustered the cognitive procedure of each of the creativity techniques with respect to the defined cognitive principles. The results of this study are reported in Table 1 .
Change of Perspective: Analogy
Analogy searches for similar situations and use the knowledge about these situations to generate ideas for the creative task. To find a similar situation, the individual uses the images of the given creative task and selects characteristic items. These items will be combined with an external stimulus (i.e. facilitator instruction) that requests to search for analogous situation with the same items. The resulting search cues lead to images of analogous situations. For each of these images, the individual can activate knowledge about analogous tasks and how it has been or might be solved there. Resulting ideas will be incorporated into a new search cue with the goal to apply these ideas to the original task. The creative task: A supermarket wants to provide new services.
Select characteristic attribute of the creative task:
A supermarket displays a large number of items.
Find analogous situation with this attribute:
Another place which displays a large number of items is a museum. 3. Find solution which has been or might be applied there:
An art gallery displays paintings for the enjoyment of its visitors. 4. Generate ideas by applying these solutions to the creative task:
Decorate the walls of the supermarket with paintings by local artists or kindergarten children.
We found that 10 of the 101 [26] 
Change of Perspective: Provocation
Provocation challenges the assumptions of the creative task to generate a new perspective on the creative task. This will helps the individual to leave well-trodden thought paths and overcome occupational blindness. Like Analogy, the individual selects items which describe the creative task. These items will be modified by an external stimulus that requests to challenge the existing relationships between the image and items (i.e. by combining or switching the items). The individual analyses the resulting situation for Step 1: Select Characteristic Attribute
Step 2: Find Analogous Situation consequences or processes and uses them as stimuli to generate ideas for the creative task. The analysis has shown that 18 of the 101 creativity techniques [26] use Provocation as a change of perspective to enhance the creative process. Checklists were used as stimuli to challenge the creative task (i. CoP:Random
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Change of Perspective: Random
Random changes the perspective by external stimuli which are unrelated to the creative task. To generate new ideas, the individual combines knowledge about a random element with the items of the creative task. The individual can be supported in focusing on characteristic items by using external stimuli that request to identify context specific attributes of the random element. These attributes can be combined with the items of the creative task to generate ideas. A parrot repeats phrases and imitates the human voice.
Select characteristic attribute of the creative task:
A student uses notes from the lecture to learn for a subject.
Generate ideas by combining these attributes:
A university offers audio notes with extended information from the professor.
We found that 26 of the 101 creativity techniques [26] 
No Change of Perspective
We defined a change of perspective as a cognitive process that allows the individuals in covering large areas of their knowledge networks, which they do not cover generally in a creative process. Under this condition, the analysis has shown that 47 of the 101 creativity techniques do not change the perspective to generate ideas at all. Most of these techniques describe a collaboration process that instructs the participants to generate ideas ( Figure 6 shows this cognitive process of a participant for generating ideas) and share them to inspire one another (i.e. Brainstorming [20] ). But ideas generated by a homogenous group (participants with similar knowledge about the creative task) cannot inspire a change of perspective in this group. Therefore, sharing ideas will activate unrelated knowledge only by accident. In this case, the facilitator has no significant influence on the cognitive process of the participants. As a result participants consider only a small area of the solution space and can not overcome occupational blindness. An explanation for the large number of techniques that do not change the perspective can be given by existing classification frameworks for creativity techniques. One approach is given by Smith [24] who regards a creativity technique as a combination of different ingredients. His classification framework bases on the three active ingredients Strategy (mental activities of the individual), Tactic (tools that support mental activities) and Enabler (conditions that support the creative process). With regard to this framework, most of the analysed techniques use similar mental Strategies (i.e. to analyse the problem or to generate ideas) and only differ in their Tactic or Enabler. For example, the technique Idea Pool [26] instructs the group members to write down ideas on a sheet of paper, to collect them in the center of a table and to use the idea of others to generate new ideas. In contrast, the technique Museum Madness [26] defines the procedure to write ideas individually on a sheet of flip-chart paper; walk around and read each other's ideas and to use these ideas as stimuli for new ideas. Therefore, several new creativity techniques can be simply developed by changing the Tactic or the Enabler of existing techniques. However, all of these apparently new techniques used the same cognitive process.
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Summary
Our analysis has shown that many common creativity techniques can be classified by their cognitive processes and the resulting change of perspective. A sequence of formal steps can be used to define the cognitive activities of an individual that lead to a change of the perspective. In order to improve a GSS-based ideation process, we propose to use this formal description to support the facilitator in the selection of an appropriate creativity technique and its implementation with a GSS.
ThinkLets: Pattern for Ideation
Our approach for a reliable and effective goaloriented ideation process with a GSS uses the concept of thinkLets that were developed in Collaboration Engineering (CE). The purpose of CE is to create collaboration processes for recurring high value tasks in companies that can be executed by practitioners without ongoing support by professional facilitators [3] . CE classifies these collaboration processes into the six key patterns of collaboration Generate, Reduce, Clarify, Organize, Evaluate and Build Consensus [2] . Each pattern describes the collaborative activities of a group over a period of time as the group moves from a starting state to some end state [17] . Researchers use this classification to collect, create, document and test the collaboration activities of a group, called thinkLets, which together form a pattern language for group collaboration [3, 4] . Kolfschoten and Santanen describe a thinkLet "as a named, scripted, reusable, and transferable collaborative activity that gives rise to specific known set of patterns of collaboration among people working together toward a goal" [17] . Research has shown, that practitioners that know the specification of a thinkLet can predictably and repeatable engender the pattern of collaboration a given thinkLet is intended for, even without any facilitation expertise [28] . Through this, CE represents an interesting approach to support the efficiency and effectiveness of ideation when using GSS. The thinkLet concept could build a structural principle for the design of reusable collaboration activities based on a change of perspective.
We focus on the thinkLets of the pattern Generate, which define collaboration activities that move from fewer to having more concepts in the pool of concepts shared by the group [2] . Generate thinkLets can be used to implement different collaboration processes with a GSS, like gathering concepts, structuring concepts or generating ideas.
Kolfschoten and Santanen [17] studied the use of Generate thinkLets for the ideation process. They define a specific set of basic Generate thinkLets and use Modifiers to impact both the creative processes and their resulting outcomes. The basic Generate thinkLets are OnePage, LeafHopper, FreeBrainstorm and BranchBuilder:
ThinkLet: OnePage 1. Allow participants to add in parallel any number of contributions to the list. 2. Allow participants to add only contributions that match the contribution specification. 3. Ensure that participants read the contributions of others for inspiration.
ThinkLet: LeafHopper 1. Allow participants to add in parallel any number of contributions to any category. 2. Allow participants to add only contributions that are relevant to the categories in which they are placed. 3. Allow participants to add only contributions that match the contribution specification. 4. Let participants shift focus from category to category as interest and inspiration dictate. 5. Ensure that participants read the contributions of others for inspiration.
ThinkLet: FreeBrainstorm 1. Allow participants to add one contribution to each page they receive, one at a time, in parallel. 2. Ensure that participants randomly swap pages after each contribution. 3. Allow participants to add only contributions that match the contribution specification. 4. Ensure that participants read the contributions of others for inspiration.
ThinkLet: BranchBuilder 1. Allow participants to add any number of sub-contributions to any heading in parallel. 2. Allow participants to add any number of sub-contributions to sub-contributions in parallel. 3. Allow participants to add only sub-contributions that are relevant to the categories or sub-contribution to which they are placed. 4. Allow participants to add only contributions that match to the contribution specification. 5. Let participants shift focus from heading to heading as interest and inspiration dictate. 6. Ensure that participants read the contributions of others for inspiration.
A Modifier is defined "as a repeatable variation to create a predictable change in the pattern of collaboration or the result that a thinkLets produces" [17] . Modifiers alter the described collaboration process of a thinkLet and allow the facilitator to design custom-made Generate thinkLets. Until recently, different Modifiers existed to influence the creative process in different ways. For example, the Modifier Direction provides a set of stimuli to guide the focus of the participants during a Generation thinkLet [17] . Anonymity is a Modifier that influences the social phenomenon evaluation apprehension and proposes to generate ideas anonymously only during a Generate thinkLet [17] . The cognitive process of the individuals can be influenced by Modifier Analogy that proposes to use an analogous situation to generate ideas [17] .
We assume that Generate thinkLets and Modifiers can be used to design common creativity techniques like Brainstorming and to influence social phenomena, like Production Blocking [10] or Evaluation Apprehension [11] . However, thinkLets present no detailed description how a participant can construct a change of perspective. Furthermore, it is not clear, whether every possible creativity process can be implemented by the currently known Modifiers. Therefore, we propose to enhance ThinkLets and Modifiers by the concept Change of Perspective.
Formalising Change of Perspective
A creative group process is a physical process that influences the social and cognitive process of the participants. Generate thinkLets define the basis for a group process that focuses on the social process by a sequence of reusable collaborative activities that move from fewer to having more ideas shared by the group. Modifiers describe concepts that influence the cognitive process (i.e. Analogy and Direction) or create a situation that supports the creative process (i.e. Anonymity). Our research has shown that the change of perspective can be used to cluster the cognitive activities of the participants to only three cognitive principles. We assume that these principles can serve as the basis to influence the cognitive process by a sequence of reusable cognitive activities that allow the individuals in covering large areas of their knowledge networks. The following list presents these three Changes of Perspective and describes the collaboration activities to generate ideas.
Change of Perspective: Analogy
Description: Participants use characteristic attributes to find an analogous situation. Existing solutions for the analogous problem will be collected and applied to the original creative task. 
Combining Generate ThinkLets and Changes of Perspective
Our design process for an ideation process (shown in Figure 7 ) combines the cognitive and social activities and uses Modifiers to create a situation that supports the creative process for a specific group setting. In order to demonstrate this design process, we shall focus on the implementation of a creativity technique that uses Analogy as a change of perspective. In this example, the facilitator selects in a first step the change of perspective: Analogy, which defines a sequence of reusable cognitive activities. This sequence describes the cognitive activities of each participant but does not define how these activities can be implemented as a collaboration process. Therefore, the facilitator uses Generate thinkLets to define the collaboration activities for each of the given cognitive activities. In this connection different Generate thinkLets can be combined. For example the thinkLet OnePage can be used to collect characteristic attributes about the creative task (see CoP: Analogy/Step3). These attributes can be used with the thinkLet LeafHopper to collect an analogous situation (see CoP: Analogy/Step4). The facilitator will select Modifiers to design a situation that supports the creative process for the given group situation. For example, the social activities of an inhomogeneous group can lead to evaluation apprehension. This apprehension can be reduced by the Modifier Anonymity that allows the participants to make contributions in an anonymous form. Other Modifiers refer to the used media during the creative process. The facilitator decides how stimuli will be presented (i.e. as video, image or audio file) or how the participants will contribute their ideas. The presented design process allows us to design a custom-made ideation process that fits a specific group setting. The facilitator uses change of perspective to significantly influence the cognitive process of the participants. No change of perspective can be used to design an ideation process that implements common creativity techniques like Brainstorming. The resulting ideation processes define a sequence of reusable collaboration activities which can be implemented with a GSS. These ideation processes simply combine a limited number of formal cognitive and social principles that can be found throughout in most common creativity techniques. A GSS can use change of perspective to classify different ideation processes and guide the facilitator by the design or selection of an appropriate creativity technique. We assume that this will improve the applicability of GSS for ideation.
Discussion and Conclusions
This paper introduced the "change of perspective" paradigm as new approach to design and classify creativity techniques. A change of perspective is defined as a cognitive principle that stimulates the ideation process. This is done by supporting individuals in covering large areas of their cognitive network, which they would not use normally in an ideation process. One-hundred-and-one well-known creativity techniques were analysed to gain a theoretical understanding of the different ways how ideation can be stimulated. The analysis showed that there are three cognitive principles which stimulate the individuals by providing a different change of perspective. These changes of perspective are:
• Analogy -to search for similar situations and use the knowledge about these situations to generate ideas • Provocation -to challenge the assumptions and use the resulting situations to generate ideas • Random -to use random elements and use the knowledge about these to generate ideas Creativity research can use these cognitive principles to analyse and compare creativity techniques against their active ingredients. We think that these ingredients can be formalised and combined to new creativity techniques. Furthermore, this formalisation can be used to define guidelines for the selection of an appropriate creativity technique for a given group task or a specific group setting.
In order to improve a GSS-based ideation process, we enhance the given concepts of Generate thinkLets and Modifier by the concept Change of Perspective. Based on the specification of thinkLets we describe the change of perspective by a sequence of reusable cognitive activities. This description is used to develop a design process for custom-made ideation processes. Our research suggests that a basic ideation process can be designed by the combination of cognitive activities (the way how the group generates ideas) with social activities (the way how the group collaborates). This basis ideation process can be adapted to a specific group situation by using Modifiers which influence social phenomena or
Step 2 Select a collaborative principle for each of the given cognition activities by using Generate thinkLet
Step 1 Select a cognitive principle by using Change of Perspective or No Change of Perspective
Step 3 Design a situation that supports the creative process by selecting Modifiers for the given collaboration activities
Step 4 stimulate the generation process. In this context, we assume that Changes of Perspective and Generate thinkLets define a limited number of formal cognitive and social principles to design and implement common creativity techniques with a GSS. Further research is needed to improve ideation with a GSS. Existing creativity techniques need to be analysed against their Modifiers which influence the ideation process. These Modifiers need to be classified and implemented in a GSS. At this stage, the change of perspective is described by formal rules. However, there are no clear guidelines available for the selection of characteristic attributes or the design of facilitation instructions. Therefore, we need to define guidelines and functionalities that support the facilitator in designing, configuring and selecting an appropriate creativity technique. In this manner, we hope to improve the applicability of GSS for ideation processes.
